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HUAJUAPAN MIXTEC PHONOLOGY AND MORPHOPHONEMICS 

Eunice V. Pike and John H. Cowan 

Summer Institute of Linguistics 
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7. Tone contrasts 
8. Tone variants 
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10.1. Tone sandhi between words 
10.2. Tone sandhi within words 
10.2,1. Tone sandhi when the canonical pattern is CV 
10.2.2. Tone sandhi when the canonical pattern is V 
10.2.3. Segmental changes 

0. This dialect of MixtecI is like other Mixtec dialects2 in that: 
(1) The couplet*-- the nucleus of the phonological word and usually the 
stem of the grammatical word - is vital as a matrix for the distribution 
of phonemes. In Huajuapan Mixtec consonant clusters / ?m, ?n, ?n/ occur 
couplet-medial but do not occur couplet-initial. Vowel clusters of diverse 
vowels are rare within a monomorphemic couplet, but are frequent else- 
where. (2) The couplet is an environment needed for the description of 
allophones. In Huajuapan /z/ has one allophone whose occurrence is 
restricted to postcouplet, and / k/ has an allophone whose occurrence is 
restricted to pre- or postcouplet. (3) Tone sandhi is dependent upon ar- 

bitrary classes of morphemes. (4) Morphemes with tone sequences 11, 12, 
or 13 as basic forms are the more stable. (5) In most dialects some, but 
not all, alveopalatal consonants may occur preceding / i/, and there are 
distributional restrictions in relation to the couplet. 

Huajuapan Mixtec is different from other Mixtec dialects thus far 

reported in that: (1) There is a contrast of / o/ versus /Q/ following / m, 
n, fi/. (2) The 'fifth' vowel instead of being back-rounded or back- 
unrounded (or a system of six vowels with both), is front-rounded [Ui] (for 
convenience written / u/). (3) One-syllable 'dependent' morphemes may 

1 
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combine to form a separate phonological word. 

1. There are the following consonant phonemes in native words: 
voiceless stops / t, k, kw"/; voiceless affricate / '/; prenasalized voiced 

stops /nd, ng (rare)/; nasals /m, n, fi/; voiceless fricatives /s, 
voiced fricatives / 1, 4, e /; lateral / 1/; semiconsonant / w (rare)/. 

The following additional phonemes occur in Spanish loan words: 

/p, mb, p, h, g, r, rr/. 
The bilabials /m, b, w/ contrist as followsi3 M4 m2 will 

change, ka2Ba2 will lie down, kalwal is twisting. 
The dentals /t, nd, n, s, d (interdental), 1/ contrast as follows: 

ta3ta3 medicine, nda29a3 hand, n43m3 soap, sald1 is closing, 
da3i3 nephew, la1sa3 bone. 

The alveopalatals / contrast as follows: ,92Z2 work, 

No303 comal, zo2o3 cantaro,, fi93 town. 

Contrasting /s/and/: ka~'3so3 our (inclusive) cotton, ti3'o2 
our (inclusive) stomachs, la1sa3 bone, kal a tard thing_, sqna is 

opening 
Contrasting // and / i2t93 tree, di3Si3 nose, Yeloel door, 

de3 son. 

Contrasting/t/ andi/i/: iZka3 banana, tiei3 avocado, Iello3 
calf, teB3-ii2 man. Contrasting /tiV/.and /V/: di-9Q3 your (singular, 
child) nose, n ,t-ti22 you (singular, child) grasped. 

Contrasting / n/ and / fi/- k-1q9 meat, n3n above, d 
her/the ir (stranger) uncle, di2to his/ her/the ir (known) uncle. 

The velar consonants /k, kw, ng/ contrast as follows- ,i 
banana, le3kw3 ebrow, 9i2nga3i another one, 902nga3 again (the 
only examples with / ng/), Contrasting / kwV/ with / kuV/ kwali3 horse, 
ku3a3 year. 

The glottal stop contrasts with the absence of glottal stop, and also 

with/t/ and/k/: ko3o3 snake, ko3903 plate, nde1e is caring for, 
ndeel is watching, ko2ko will swallow, tu2tu3 paper, tulou you 

(singular, adult) are sucking. 
Examples of the phonemes /p, mb, p, h, g-, r, rr/ in Spanish 

loan words are, sa*2- paa3 bread, mbaa3 compadre, kaZ.-pele3 coffee, 
to ro1 bull, ti3-bu1rro3 donkey, galsto' expense, (The [gl in Spanish 
loan words is more fortis than the [g] which is an allophone of / k/ and which 

alternates with lenis [k].) kalha1 box. There is also an / h/ in one Mixtec 
word: h~2 yes. 

Words which have 'j ' in Spanish sometimes have / E/ or /k/ in the 
Mixtec words derived from Spanish: ko2ko2-l_1i,3 sesame seed (Sp. ajonjoli), 

i2_-;almnl Sp. jcamna. 

2. The most obvious consonant allophones are described below. 
The phoneme / k/ has a palatal allophone which occurs when 

preceding the front vowels / i,e,u/ : kilti3 [kYi't3/4i3 animal, keZte2 
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[kY~2te2] will dig, ku3ka3 [kYu3ka3] comb. There is a voiced. lenis velar 
fricative allophone .[g] w'hich alternates with lenis voiceless stop [k] when it 
occurs either precouplet or postcouplet within a word: kg29,n3ka3ni1 
[k21 ni3ga3ni1 / kQ2 ni3ka3nl]y] ou(singular, adult) will tie again, 
ka2-sto3903ndo3 [gaZstd39o3ndo3/ kaZst639o3ndo3] y (plural) will notify. 

The alveopalatal fricative / Z/ has a Jenis frictionless allophone 
[y] which occurs postcouplet: da3-te2i 3o3 [da3-tg2i3yo3] we (inclusive) 
will loosen (it). 

The prenasalized dental stop / nd/ has a retroflexed allophone 
which occurs when preceding/ 0, 9/: ndo2ko3 [ndodko3] zapote, nd9192 
[nd9`12] you (singular, child) are washing. 

The nasals / m/ and / n/ have allophones which end in a very lenis 
stop which optionally occur when preceding the oral vowel / o/. (This is the 

only oral vowel which occurs in that environment.) kno2 [k4ZndoZ / 
k42no2] we (inclusive) will call, k,?2-mo2 [k,2mbo2 / k42mo2] we 

(inclusive) will burn (it) . 
When preceding a nasal or prenasalized consonant, / 9/ has 

allophones which fluctuate between a lenis glottal closure and a glottal 
closure followed by rearticL!"a~1n of the preceding vowel. The pitch of the 
rearticulated vowel is the same as that of the following syllable. Therefore 
when the second syllable is lower than the first there is an etic downglide: 

4429my [d1429a3m, 2U42.m3] clothing, tel1nde3 [tel9e3nde3 
te l'nde3] is cutting. There is no etic downglide when the two syllables 
have the same emic tones: s91?n1 is tieing. The sequence /VC/ contrasts 
with both / VV/ and / VC/: ndaZ9a32 3 her/ their (stranger) hand, aala3i3 
he/ their (stranger) tongue. 

3. There are five oral vowel p.nonemes / i,u (front rounded), e,a,o/ 
and four nasalized vowel phonemes /I, 9i19il raw, i3 salt, 
ndel9e1 is watching, el39 lard, kwa39al red, kw3 yellow, koo 
snake, 9 work, o0903 rop, gu2 mouth, kwal-kln you 
(plural) are not calling, kwv'-knZn42ndo2 you (plural) are going to go call. 

4. A precouplet vowel optionally has length and decrescendo: 
?a3-kulu-;3n1 Are you (singlar, adult) sick?, ?93-kulgala3 It is not white, 
ti3- fish. 

The vowel / e/ has a slight glide when preceding / 3i/: nde32i3 
[ndei39i3] mud. 

There is a slight allophonic nasalization of vowels when they precede 
nasal consonants. There is still contrast, however, between a couplet-final 
oral vowel and a couplet-final nasal vowel preceding an enclitic with/n, ni/: 

it33-n1 his/her/their (known) grandfather, 73, his her their 
(known) salt, 

t32n 
his/ her/their (known) bed, i3t ' his~ he/ their 

(known) oven. 
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5. The distribution of phonemes in relation to each other and in 
relation to the word has two features of special interest: (1) The alveopalatal 
consonants /s,c,z,n/ and / s/ have sharply different distributions both 
in relation to the vowels which they precede and in relation to their distribution 

into the -couplet. (2) The oral vowels / o/ and / ?/ occur in very different 
environments from that of other vowels. 

Only one oral vowel, / o/ , follows / m, n, / and it is always the 
same morpheme, {o2} we (inclusive): d3o our (inclusive) heads, elpmo) 
we (inclusive) will change. The se example scontr at with di3no3 yur 
(singular, child) head, and d4~Zm you (singular, child) will change. 

Nasalized vowels do not follow voiced consonants other than / m, n, 
n, d/ in monomorphemic words. 

The nasalized vowel / Q/ (always the same morpheme {92} second 

person singular child) and vowels in cluster with / 9/ or preceding / 99/ may 
follow voiced consonants in bimorphemic words: ka2ba2 will lie down, 

ka2b92 
you (singular, child) will lie down, ala3 toniue, ET- your 

(singular, child) tongue, nda'a hand, nd2 your (singualr, child) hand. 
These contrast with ka-bo2 we (inclusive) will lie down, Ea our (inclusive) 
tongues, nda2o03 our (inclusive) hands. 

The phoneme / s/ precedes only the oral vowels / o, a/ and the nasal 

vowel/9/ or clusters with / 9/: 9u3sa3 seven, ku3ka3so3 our (inclusive) comb, 
ndi3sa3 sandal, sln is opening, ku3ka3s? your (singular, child) comb. 

When the consonants / g, E/ occur in the middle of a monomorphemic 
couplet, they precede only / i/: ti3giZ stomach, 913i1i dry. They do, however, 
precede other vowels in the middle of bimorphemic couplets: ti3go2 our 
(inclusive) stomachs, ti39g2 your (singular, child) stomach, 93ala a dry 
thing. There are a few examples in which they precede other vowels when 
couplet- initial: a3a33 spoiled, 93Q3 hen, 3 fingernail, ti3- .ltu3 
cat, ce1103 calf, cq3~3- mushroom, q9-Iq is buying. 

The phoneme / l/ does not precede the vowel /i/. It is rare in 
the middle of a monomorphemic couplet (k9Qg meat, V.93 six), but 
occurs frequently in the middle of couplets composed of two morphemes: 
dC3n 3 head, 413o03 our (inclusive) heads, k'lnl3 long, P3-41 along 
thing. Examples of / '/ occurring cou.nlet-initial: r3nU3 corn husk, 
9 fire, ne1.2 is scratching. 

In our data., /z/ does not occur couplet-medial. When couplet- 
initial / g/ may precede any oral vowel, but in monomorphemic words it 
does not precede nasal vowels: 

gala3 tongue, 
Ee'le1 door, 1iZkg3 

furrow, Bo3ko3 steam, ti3-u2tu3 a braid of hair. 

In our data, / nd, kw / occur couplet-medial in only the following 
morphemes: le navel, le3kW3 eyebrow, Ea2ka2 crooked. 

The only c::onscnant clusters which occur in native words are: 
/ 'm, 2n, 2nd, st/. The clusters / 

>m, 9n, 9nd/ occur only in a couplet- 
medial environment: 

d%42Umrr.3 clothing, kgZ ni(3 will tie up, te 3)nde3 
will cut. In our data, the cluister / st/ occurs in only two examples: 
iz-stoZa3 owner, ka2--sto3o3 will notifv. 
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Consonant clusters occur in Spanish loan words as in: krulgi3 
cross, kalrtal letter, m42-rtelgi3 Tuesday, m42-drIn4~l godmother, 
multal a fine. 

Geminate clusters of any of the vowels maT occur in a couplet 
composed of one morpheme: gi3i3 grandfather, te e2 is writing, sa3a3 
new, ndolo2 is washing, u3u3 rock, eisi3 fingernail, lq 

is buying, 
kw4341 yellow, 59593 hen. The following diverse clusters occur in 

couplets composed of one morpheme: te2i3 chair, ku3a3 year, 293 
thorn, i2Za2 sour, o3a3 bitter. 

If the first of two vowels is nasal in a monomorphemic couplet, 
the second vowel is usually nasal. If the first vowel is oral (but for one 
word le3kw43 eyebrow), the second is either oral or /9/: kQ3mi3 four, 
kl2ni2 poor quality, k.33?3 

will. 
talk, gi3t93 oven, di3k93 neck, ke2d9L 

will sneeze. 
Numerous vowel clusters (all ending in either / i, , a, o, 

occur in words composed of two or more morphemes: ti3gi2i3 my stomach, 
kildi303 we (inclusive) are sleeping, bi3di3a3 a sweet thing, teli3 I am 

writing, te2 we (inclusive) are writing tela3 it is writing, bi2taT-a 
soft thing, i3ka3 my chest, Ei3kaZo2 our (inclusive) chests, ndola3a 
it is washing, ndoli3 I am washing, ndoloZwe (inclusive) wash, tuli3 
I am poking, tulo2 we (inclusive) are 

poking; 
3 ci 

your (singular, child) fingernail, se1i3 I am buying, seq you (singular, 
child) are buying, k9I a deep thing, le3kw4~l my eyebrow, 
lew3q3 your (singular, child) eyebrow, 939 your (singular, child) 
arm, dikgi1 my neck, tui9I you (singular, child) poke. 

Vowel clusters of three vowels: ci6'3 my fingernail, kwl3a 
kwila3al a green thing, kwy1y3a1 / kw1431 a narrow thing, ,ala3i1/ 

aali3i1 my tongue, Zala3al its tongue, if92 i3/ n922i3 my land, 1929392 
your (singular,child) land, f'i23t/ -gZa its land, kwelala3 a slow thing, 
ndo3i ndo3i3 I will stay, ndelili3 I am caring for, ndelolo we 

(inclusive) are caring for, nd1d9192 you (singular, child) are caring for, 
ndo3a it stays, tu Iii3 I am blowing, tu loo3 we (inclusive) are blowing, 

tu1q1p2 you (singular, child) are blowing, tulala3 it is blowing. 
There is a restriction in the vowel sequences which occur in a 

monomorphemic couplet with a medial / 9/. Except for the sequences / ei/, 
/ ua/, and / i9/ , the sequences consist of like vowels: Ei33i3 smooth, 
be29e2 house, sa33a3 foot, ko3303 plate, 8u29u3 mouth, nde39i3 mud, 
u3a3 thread; a32 leg, n13 is scratching, kar3. wants, ng19 
tooth ,1d buzzard. 

If the couplet is composed of two morphemes, there are various 
sequences of diverse vowels. For example: 93 your (singular, child) 

foot, sa39o3 our (inclusive) feet, sa3i my foot, d your (singular, 
child) son, de3-o2 our (inclusive) son, Zu our (inclusive) mouths, 

uL37 your (singular, child) mouth, I am watching, UI 
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it watches, k4101 I want, kal'ol we (inclusive) want, k4~1 you (singular, 
child) want, ndol7i3 I am suffering, kul?'3 I am sick. 

6. The syllable types V, CV, CCV occur, but, except for two examples 
with/ st/ , only CV occurs couplet- or word-initial. Examples: ku3ka3 comb, 

Fo3i1 my arm, 9i2n-2 warm, d939n93 shirt. 
A syllable contains one, and only one, emic tone. There are three 

syllables in each of the following examples: r1.3 my fingernail, 
k4~43U1 a long thnL* bl3di3a3 a sweet thing, di2to3ndo2 your (plural) 
uncle. 

7. There is a contrast of three tones: 1 (high), 2 (mid), and 3 (low). 
All the possible sequences occur in two syllable words, but the sequences 21 
and 31 are rare. 

Examples of the tones in contrast are: lalsa3 klnj3 a long bone, 

XiZk93 ki1niL3 a long furrow, bi3ko3 ka1ni3 a long cloud; ?u3sa3 te-lul 
seven bandplayers, 9u 3sa3 gi3to2 seven beds, qu3sa3 

Ui3ta3 
seven grand- 

mothers; ndiZto3n his/ her/.their (known) uncle, di2to3ndoZ your (plural) 
uncle, di2to3n1 y (suingular, adult) uncle; 9u3sa3 :ala3 seven tongues, 
-u3sa3 XuZu3 seven mats, 2u3sa3 u3u seven stones; Xululnd7i we 
(exclusive) are afraid, tulu2ndi3 we (exclusive) are sucking, ku13u3n1i3 
we (exclusive) are sick. 

8. The highest allotone of tone 1 occurs when preceding a tone 2 or 
tone 3 within a word. That is, the second syllable in the following example 
is higher than the first: sa1di1n43 he/ she/ they (known) are closing (it). 
A lower allotone occurs when preceding a couplet within a word. That is, 
the first syllable in the following example is lower than the succeeding 
syllables: kwal-saldiln you (singular, adult) are not closing (it) . 

The highest allotone of tone 2 occurs when preceding a tone 3 within a 
word. In the following example the second syllable is higher than the first: 
ndi2diZn43 his/her/ their (known) pulque. A lower allotone occurs when 
following a tone 3 prepause. In the following example the last syllable is 
lower than the other syvllables with tone 2: kalnn42ndo t3n2 you (plural) 
are calling the dog. Tone 2 is sometimes a bit lower in a final syllable if 
the word has the pattern CVV: 3r2 2 ka3a2 one bell. 

There is a downgliding allotone of tone 3 which occurs prepause: 
du3ku3 niece, 4i3k23 neck. A tone 3 in a stressed syllable may be slightly 
higher than a contiguously preceding tone 3 in a nonstressed syllable. In the 
following example the second syllable is higher than the first: ni3-3na33 
he/she/they (known) died. 

9. Each phonological word has a two-syllable couplet as a nucleus. 
This couplet may or may not be preceded and/or followed by other syllables. 
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Word-stress usually occurs on the first syllable of the couplet. If, 
however, some syllable in the couplet or postcouplet is followed in the same 
word by a syllable with a lower tone, then the word-stress occurs on the 

syllable preceding the lower tone. In this section word-stress has been 
written with an acute accent: ff2n.3nj1 your (singular, adult) brother, 

d'3ku3n your (sngular, adult) niece, si7diTnil you (singular, adult) 
are closing (it), saadEi4n3 he she/they (known) are closing (it), kji37d2gi3 
my jug. 

Stress never occurs on a syllable preceding the couplet. Throughout 
this paper, if the couplet does not occur word-initial, a hyphen has been 
written separating it from the precouplet syllable: kwalsasdilnl you 
(singular, adult are not closing (it), j2 di3ta3gi3 his/her/their (child) 
one tortilla, ?j2j2 te3-dd3sa3 one lazy man, 430toZsot our (inclusive) bed, 
t 3- k21o2 turkey. 

When two pronouns of the CV pattern follow a couplet, either one of 
which - if alone - would be a part of the preceding phonological word, the 
combination becomes a separate phonological word. It has its own rhythm 
wave and stress, even although it cannot occur as a separate word in isolation: 
92n3 he/she/they (known) tied (it), ni3-s~ni2 n432 h/she/they 
(known) tied her/them (stranger), n,3-sZn-3n41 he/ she/they (known) hit 

(it), nin3- s42n3 'nIg he/ she/ they (known) hit him/ them (child). 
If the first one-syllable morpheme is not a pronoun, or if the first 

pronoun has the syllable pattern V, the two syllables do not combine into a 
separate phonological word: kq2ln3ka3n you (singular, adult) will tie (it) 
again, n3-s92~n23n I tied him/her/them (known). 

Usually only one syllable occurs precouplet within a phonological word. 
When two syllables precede the couplet, either one of which, if alone, would 
be a part of the following phonological word, they usually combine into a 
separate phonological word: nd e2~Zdo2 you (plural) teased (someone), 
nr3sr3 kd29e2ndoZ you (plural) went to tease (someone), ni3--ndtalndo7 
you (lural) split (it), 

?q3ndiltaindoi 
you (plural) will not split (it), 

ni-nd£ata2 nd62t you 
(plural) 

split it (wood), 93ni3 nd"ltal nd6tlt you 

(plural) didn't split it (wood). This last example has the same rhythm (with 
length and decrescendo of a word-final vowel) as a sentence composed of three 
stems: dod3ku3 kis2i2 bi2i2 the niece will come now. 

But the following examples consist of single phonological words: 

kilal-E Q192n1 you (singular, adult) are working, n3ki2Z-ndo362n.3 he/ she/they 
(known) stayed . 

There is a phrase-stress which occurs on the last syllable prepause. 
This syllable is about the same loudness as a syllable with word-stress, 
therefore when a two-syllable .word with a CVCV pattern occurs prepause, the 
two syllables may (or may not) have equal stress. 

In the following exam les word-stress is written - and phrase-stress 
saldil is closing, bi now, tif3U3 avocado, "41?1 
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door, ee1ae1 sIdiln1 you (singular, adult) are closing the door, bb22 
k now you (plural) willsing, nj2j2 tp3Ei3 his/ her their 

(child) one avocado. 
Within a phonological phrase there is usually a slight length on the 

word-final vowel. In a sequence of several words with tone I or with tone 

2, the contour is approximately level. In a sentence with a sequence of 
words with tone 3, the last syllabl.e has a down glide: te3-tlul sa1di4 
1e'1el blp2 the bandplayer is closing the door now, ni2o2 ka2ta2ndo2 
1bci2 why will you (plural) singnow? ?u'sa3 dud3ku3n3 nL3-.Y3,3 seven 
of his/her/their (known) nieces died. 

10.0. The replacement of one allomorph for another can be divided 
into two types: (1) The basic allomorph is replaced by one which differs 
from it by tone only - tone sandhi. (2) The basic allomorph is replaced 
by one which may differ from it by tone, by a change or loss of vowel, and 

by a change from / ni/ to / F/ , or / ko/ to / k/ , or by a combination of 
tone change plus one of these segmental changes. 

10.1. Tone sandhi between words can be predicted only if the 

morphemes are divided into classes in accordance with the changes which 

they cause, and again in accordance with the way they themselves are changed. 
Class A morphemes are followed by basic allomorphs. Class B 

morphemes are followed by nonbasic allomorphs, or by basic allomorphs 
with the tone sequence 13, 12, or 11. The basic allomorph is that form 
which occurs in isolation. 

A few morphemes have alternant forms of their basic allomorphs. 
That is, either form may occur in isolation: ti3la2 / ti3-la2a3 (A) 
bird, 'i3?i3 / ?iil (B) raw. 

Two different morphemes may be homophonous and yet in different 
classes: saldil (A) is closing, saldil (B) is nursing, '33i (A) nine, 

3i3 (B) salt. 
Class A two-syllable morphemes occur with all of the possible tone 

sequences. There are, however, certain restrictions. The tone sequence 
12 occurs in verbs only; sequences 21 and 31 are rare; sequences 32 and 33 
are frequent in nouns but rare in verbs. 

In our data, Class B two-syllable morphemes do not occur with the 
tone sequences 12, 21, or 32, only once with 31. The tone sequence 11 

occurs most frequently in verbs; tone sequence 22 occurs most frequently 
in modifiers. 

Morphemes of two syllables with a tone sequence 22, 23, and 33 
(and perhaps 32), are divided into Classes R 'regular' and L 'level', in 
accordance with their nonbasic forms. Both syllables are raised in the 

nonbasic allomorphs of Class L morphemes; that is, all have the tone 
sequence 11. Class R nonbasic allomorphs have only the first syllable 
ra.ised; that is, the nonbasic forms are 12 or 13. In our data (Class R 

morphemes are frequent. Class L morphemes occur as follows: 22 '(AL), 
22 (BL), 23 (AL), 23 (BL), 33 (BL). Lacking, but perhaps due to 
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insufficient data are: 33 (AL), 32. (AL), 32 (BL). 
Following are the specific rules for tone sandhi with different 

classes of morphemes. 
Rule 1: Morphemes whose basic forms have the tone sequence 

13, 12, 11 are unchanging.4 They have only one allomorph: alsa3 (A) 
bone, o192 (A) here, saldil (A) is closing. 

Rule 2: When following a Class B morpheme, the first syllable 
of a non-Class L morpheme is raised. That is, 21 > 11, 31 > 11, 
22 > 12, 32 > 12, 23 > 13, 33 > 13. Thus, the tone sequences of the 
nonbasic allomorphs are either 11, 12, or 13. The basic allomorph is 
retained whenever the morpheme follows a Class A morpheme. 

The following examples show morphemes with the basic allomorphs 
following Class A morphemes, and then the same morphemes with their 
nonbasic allomorphs following Class B morphemes: 9i2dal (A) day after 

tomorrow, ka2ka2ndo2 (AR) you (plural) will walk, ka2kaZndo2 i24dal 

you (plural) will walk day after tomorrow.; sIn!ndo (.B) you (plural) 
will open (it), sQln~lndo ilda you (plural) will open (it) day after 

tomorrow;- 3ii1 (A) dry, ku3ka (AR) comb, ku3ka3 ?iPI a dry 

comb, do303 (BR) blanket, do303 ?i1i1 a dry blanket; ka2ta2 (AR) 
will sin , du3ki3 (AR) my niece, ldu3ki3 kaZta2 my niece will sing, 
ih3ta3o3 (BR) our (inclusive) grandmother, gi3ta303 kalta2 our (inclusive) 
grandmother will sing; t3na2 (AR) dog, u3sa3 (AR) seven, u3sa 

tljngz seven dogs: k93my3 (BR) four, kQ3ml3 tln42 four dogs; Zi2ka3 

(BR) banana, ?u3sa3 Zi2ka3 seven bananas, k93mi3 I'ka3 four bananas; 

Z9393 (BR) hen, ta2-9i2i2 (BR) boy, ndelel (A) is caring for, 9iLi2 
ndelel !9313 the boy is caring for the hens; ndele-7 (B) is watching, 
ta2-_i2 ndel-e' Q193 the boy is watching the hens. 

Rule 3: Class L morphemes 5 become 11 when following a Class 
B morpheme: kQ3mL3 (BR) four, ta2ka3 (AL) nest, kq3mi3 talkal 
four nests; fldelol we (inclusive) are looking, n2di2 (AL) pulque, 
nde101 ndildil we (inclusive) are looking at pulque; do3o3 (BR) 
blanket, sa3a3 (BL) new, o-303 sailal new blanket. 

Some morphemes, especially those of the tone sequence 33, have 
both Class L and Class R alternants: ti3Zi3 (BL/R) avocado, ko3mi3 
tici3 / k3m3 ti1ci1 four avocados; zo3o3 (BL/R) grinding stone, 

kI3m3 odo3 / kQ3mi-01-do four grinding stones. 
Rule 4: A Class AL morpheme with the tone sequence 23 optionally 

varies to 22 when contiguously preceding a tone 3: taZka3 (AL) nest, 
3 (A) dry, ta2ka2 ,3611 / ta2ka3 i3pi a dry nest; kgZnQ3 (AL) 
will tie, ta third person masculine stranger, k2niZta / k92niBta3 

he/ they (stranger) will tie. 
The Class AL morpheme does not change when preceding a tone 

2 or 1: taZka31i2-luZu2 a small nest, kQ23nt3n(1 you (singular, adult) 
will tie. Nor does it change if the morpheme is Class AR: ~i2k93 (AR) 
a furrow, Ei2k93 ik3U1i a dry furrow. 
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Rule 5: A Class BR morpheme with the tone sequence 23 optionally 
varies to 22 when preceding any morpheme, that is, when nonprepause: 
Zi2ka3 (BR) banana, bi34di. (AR) sweet, Ei2ka2 bildi3 / e'2ka3 bildi3 
a sweet banana; ndo2ko3 (BR) zapote, ndo2ko2 bildi3 / ndo2ko3 bildi3 
a sweet zapote. But a Class BL morpheme with the tone sequence 23 does 
not change ka2a3 (BL) will eat, du3ku3 (AR) niece, Fi2ka3 (BR) banana, 
du3ku3 kaa3 Filka3 the niece will eat bananas. 

Rule 6: A bimorphemic word with the tone sequence 31 (composed of 
33 + 1 ) becomes 131 when following a Class B morpheme:, dik3i3 (BR) nose, 
3 first person singular, di43Z1 my nose, te3-9i212 ndel'e 4di1i3ki 
the man is looking at my nose. (For an example of the change of a mono- 
morphemic word with the tone sequence 31, see the following: do303 (BR) 
blanket, 9i3il dry, d303 9olyil a dry blanket.) 

10.2.,0.Tone sandhi and segmental changes within words can be predicted 
only if the enclitics which follow a couplet within a phonological word - 
one-syllable morphemes - are divided into Classes.A, B, and C, and if 
they. are divided again according to the canonical pattern CV versus V. 

10.2.1. Class A enclitics act like Class A two-syllable morphemes 
in that they are followed by basic allomorphs. All Class A enclitics but 
one (nkl second person singular adult) are basically tone 3; they become 
tone I when following any Class B morpheme: saldil (A) is closing, 
saldiln43 he/ she/ they (known) is closing (it);ndelel (B) is watching, 
nde19e1n4 he/ she/ they (known) is watching (it). 

In our data Class A enclitics consist of: zi3-zi1-i3-i1 
3 first person singular, ndi3 - ndil first person plural exclusive, 
na3 ~ n1 third3 person known, tal third person masculine stranger, 
a3-a1-a3-ai third person inanimate, Xa3 a divine, wa3 
wa1 augmentative, ka35 ~kal repetitive, ni1 second person singular adult. 

The only Class B enclitic in ou:" data is so3-so2-so1-o3-o2 

~ 01 first person plural inclusive. It functions like a two-syllable Class B 
morpheme in that it may be followed by nonbasic allomorphs: ki2gi2 (AR) 
will come, ti3n42so2 kiJ'Zi2 our (inclusive) dog will come. The Class B 
enclitic has the same tone as any Class B allomorph which precedes it: 

Xeleel (B) door, Xel1e1so1 our (inclusive) door; n4a3mq.3 (B) soap, 
n43m43so3 our (inclusive, soaj, nda2-taZ (B) will split it), ndaZ2to2 we 

(inclusive) will split (it) . 
A Class B enclitic is tone 3 when following a Class A morpheme with 

tones 3 or 1, and is optionally tone 2 or 3 when following a Class A morpheme 
with tone 2: n2m (AR) wall, na2ma3so3 our (inclusive) walltt; te3-tulul 
(A) bandplayer, te-tululso our (inclusive) bandplayer; t (AR) 
feather, tmi2so2 / tQ3mi2so3 our (inclusive) feather. 

Class C enclitics differ from other enclitics in that when they follow 
a Class A stem they function like Class A morphemes; when they follow a 
Class B stern, they usually function like Class B enclitics. 

When Class C enclitics follow a Class A stem, they are tone 2 and are 
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followed by basic allomorphs: saldilndo2 you (plural) are closing (it), 
13tq3n-d-o2 your (plural) oven, 9qlI2ndoZ you (plural) are buying. 

When Class C enclitics follow a Class B stem (and are functioning 
as a Class B morpheme), they take the same tone as the final tone of the 
stem and cause a following morpheme to change from the basic to the non- 
basic form: sQln4indol ou (plural) are opening (it), nda2ta2ndo2 you 

(plural) will split (it), tatando your (plural) medicine; nde1?elndol 

(B) you (plural) are watching + ti3na2 (AR) dog ndelee tln.2 
you (plural) are watching the dog. 

Optionally, however, even when following a Class B stem, Class C 
enclitics may function like Class A mor'phemes, in which case they are tone 
1 and are followed by basic allomorphs: ka2-da39a3 (BR) will make, 
ka2-da39a3ndo3 (BR ka2-da3a3ndol (AR) ou (plural) will make; 

ndo3o03 basket, ka2-da3?a3ndo3 ndoo03 ka-da39aindol nd ndo3?o3 

you (plural) will make a basket. 
In our data Class C enclitics consist of: ndo2 for ndo3 - ndol 

second person plural, s92 no s3 s1 q2 93 91 second person 

singular child, 9i Ti3 1i third person child, n42 na3na1 
third person feminine stranger, ti- ti5 til third person animal, 
ta2 ta2 ta3 ta3 taI third person liquid, t3 third person wood. 

10.2.2. Four of the pronouns have allomorphs consisting of a 

vowel without a preceding consonant: i3 first person 
singular, 93 92 91 second person singular child, 030201 

first person plural inclusive, a3 a1 a3 a1 third person inanimate. 
These allomorphs are used when the pronoun is added to a verb stem, or to 
an innately possessed noun. At such times the second stem vowel may be 
lost (see 10.2.3). The stem tone, however, is usually retained. 

Following are the specific rules for combination with pronoun 
allomorphs. 

Rule 1: When the allomorph with the canonical pattern V has the same 
tone as the stem, the tone contour remains the same. A syllable may be lost, 
however, if a vowel is replaced (see 10.2.3): di3ii3 (BR) nose + 03 ours 

(inclusive) di3Fo 3 our noses; ti3gi2 (AR) stomach + o2 ours (inclusive) 
ti3o70 our (inclusive) stomachs; sQln41 (B) is opening + i1 first person 

singular)s9 n. I am opening. 
Rule 2: When an allomorph is added which has a lower tone than the 

stem, the stem final tone is lost when the canonical pattern is CVI V2 and 
the ronoun is tone 3: tele2 (A) is writing + 13 first person singular 
tell3 I am writing; e12 (A) is buying + I3 first person singular 
I3 I am buying. But there is no loss of tone with other canonical patterns: 
keZte2 (AR) will dig + i3 first person singular ke2ti2i3 I will dig; 
kwele 1 (A) slow + a3 third person inanimate kwelala3 a slow thing; 

kQ (A) wide + 
3 

third person inanimate kQn3n a wide thing; 
s5ni (A) is tieing + q2 second person singular child SQI-n 

you (singular, child) are tieing. 
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Rule 3: When an allomorph is added which is higher than the last 
vowel of the stem, the stem final tone is lost if the canonical pattern is 
CV3CV3 or CV3V3: do3ko3 (AR) shoulder + 92 you (singular, child) 
> do3k2 your(sinular, child) shoulder; le3kwa3 eyebrow + j1 first 

person singular > le3kwl my eyebrow, 0o3o3 (BR) arm +i1 first 
person singular > Zo311 my arm. 

Rule 4: If the canonical pattern is CV2CV2 or CV2V2 and the 
allomorph is tone 1, the stem final tone is lost: ko2ko2 (BL) will swallow 
+ il first person singular > ko2kil I will.swallow; di2i2 (BL) will singe 
+ il first person singular > di2il I will singe (it). 

Rule 5: If the canonical pattern is CVICV3, or CV2CV3, and the 
allomorph is tone 2 or tone 1, the contour remains the same, but there is 
optional variation of the canonical pattern. The vowel with tone 3 may occur 
on either side of the medial consonant: CV1V3CV2 (preferred) or CVICV3VZ 
etc: kqgln3 (A) want + q2 second person singular child > k913n92/ 
k919392 you (singular, child) want; k4nL3 (B) long + a1 third person 
inanimate _13 / klfia3i a long thing; kaldi3 (BL) will nurse 
+ il first person singular > ka2a3dil / kaZdi3il I will nurse; Xo2zo3 (BR) 
level + al third person inanimate > Eo2o3dal / Zo2da3aI a level thing. 

There is similar variation if the canonical pattern is CVIV3 or 
CV2V3 and the allomorph added is tone 2 or 1: ,ala3 (B) tongue + l1 
first person singular > ala3il / ali3il my tongue. 

10.2.3. There may be certain changes in the segmental phonemes 
when a pronoun of the canonical pattern V is added to a stem. These are 
stated in the following rules. 

Rule 1: Except for the clusters / uQ/ and / u'9/, vowel clusters 
and sequences of vowels separated by /9'/ have either all oral vowels, or 
all nasalized vowels. Therefore (1) when the pronoun vowel is /o/ first 
person inclusive, nasalized stem vowels are replaced by oral vowels: 
4e3ji (AR) le, di3i202 our 

legs,, 
(2) When the pronoun vowel is / 9/ 

second person singular child, oral stem vowels are replaced by nasalized 
vowels: do3OLo (AR) ear, 493?92 your (singular, child) ears. (3) When, 
however, the pronoun {i} first person singular, or {a}third person inanimate 
follow a stem, the choice of their allomorph is determined by the quality of 
the stem vowel. That is, an oral allomorph follows an oral stem vowel, 
and nasalized allomorphs follow a nasalized stem vowel: 4d392 (AR) leg, 
(3s12 my leg, do39o2 (AR) ear, do31i2i3 my ear. Rule 2: When a pronoun of the syllable pattern V is added to a stem 
with the canonical pattern CVV, the second vowel of the stem is lost (unless 
the resulting tone contour is falling-rising, see 10.2 Rule 5): Eala3 (B) 
tongue, Ealo3 our tongues; E1l3 fingernail, Pilo3 our fingernails, o303 
(BR) arm, 0o3i my arm. 

Rule 3: When a pronoun of the canonical pattern V is added to a stem 
which ends in / £i/ or / Ui/ , the / i/ is lost; when added to a stem which 
ends in / n/ , the / n/ is replaced by / i ; in other environments the / i/ 
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is retained: di36i3 (BR) nose, d4i3d our (inclusive) noses; ti3g2 (AR) 
stomach, ti3o2 our (inclussive) stoma.chs, di3nO3 (BR) head, d3ino3 
our (inclusive) heads; salil (A.) is closing, saldilo3 we (inclusive) are 

closing. 
Rule 4: When a pronoun of the canonical pattern V is added to a stem 

which ends in / e/ , the / e/ is lost: te39nde3 (AR) will cut, te3?ndi3 I 

will cut; ke2te2 (AR) will dig, ke2to2 we (inclusive) will dig. 
Rule 5: When a pronoun of the canonical pattern V is added to a stem 

which ends in the sequence / ei/ or / ei/ , / ~/ occurs between the stem 
and the pronoun: nde1i3 (A) is crying, ndeli30o3 we (inclusive) are 

crying; da3-te2i3 (AR) will loosen, da3-te2i3Xo3 we (inclusive) will 
loosen. 

Rule 6: When a pronoun of the canonical pattern V is added to a stem 
which ends in / a/ or / a/ , that stem vowel is retained after / s, k, kW/: 
di3ta3sal (AR) liver, di3ta3sali3 my liver, le3kw43 (BR) eyebrow, 
le3kw my eyebrow, gilka3 (A) is asking, gilka3i3 I am asking. 
After /m,n, t/ the /a, 4/ are arbitrarily retained or*lost: ?a2-ni1ma3 
(A) heart, ?a2_nIma3j3 my heart, k4g2m42 (AR) will burn, k42?m~2~ 
I will burn (it), s91n41 (B) is opening, sqlnql11 I am opening, k~gn42 
(AR) will call, k42n I will call; kaZta2 (AR) will sing, ka2ti2i3 
I will sing, i3ta3 (BR) grandmother, 9i3talil my grandmother. After 

/w/ there are alternants: nO3-ka2wa2 (AR) twisted, nl5-kawi2i 
ni3-ka2wa2i3 I twisted. In other environments the stem vowel is lost: 
ka2ba2 (AR) will lie down, ka2bi2i3 I will lie down. 

Rule 7: A stem which ends in / ku/ or / du/ becomes / ki/ or / di/ 
when a pronoun of the canonical pattern V is added: du3ku3 (AR) niece, 
du3ki3o3 our nieces; ku3du3 (AR) will sleep, ku3di3o3 we (inclusive) 
will sleep. Examples which end in / u/ are rare, but it is lost after / /: 
ku-5?u3 (AR) a girl's sister, ku3?i3 my sister. 

Rule 8: Examples of stem final /o, 9/ are lacking for a thorough 
check, but/Q/ is retained in: di3k93 (BR) throat, di3kgl91 my throat, 

ked92 (BL) will sneeze, 
ke2d91U1 

I will sneeze. The /o/ is lost after 

/d/ in: n41-ndoldol (B) forget, nq"T-ndoldil I forget. The /o/ is re- 
tained after /k/ in di3ko3 (BL) will spll, d43kolil I will sell. In at least 
one example, ko + i optionally varies from / kwi/ to / ki/: ndko2 
(BL) swallowed, nj3-ko2kil / ni3_koZkwil I swallowed. 

NOTES 

1. This dialect of Mixtec is spoken by approximately 5, 000 people 
living in the vicinity of Huajuapan de Le6n, Oax., Mexico. The principal 
informant used for the study was Antonio Hernandez, about thirty-five 
years old. He lives in the town of Cacaloztepec, eight miles south of 
Huajuapan de Le6n. John H. Cowan is responsible for the analysis of 
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the segmental phonemes, and for the lexical and grammatical materials. 
Eunice V. Pike did the analysis of tone, the morphophonemics, and is 
responsible for the presentation of the materials. 

2. San Miguel: Kenneth L. Pike, Grammatical Prerequisites 
to Phonemic Analysis, Word 3.155-72 (1947) and Tonemic Perturbations 
in Mixteco, with Special Emphasis on Tonomechanical Subclasses, Tone 
Languages, 77-94, University of Michigan Publications in Linguistics, 
Vol. IV, Ann Arbor, 1948. San Esteban: Cornelia Mak, A Comparison 
of Two Mixtec Tonemic Systems, IJAL 19.85- 100 (195 3) . Santa Tornis: 
Cornelia Mak, The Tonal System of a Third Mixtec Dialect, IJAL 24.61- 
70 (1958). Metlatonac: Edward Overholt, The Tonemic System of Guerrero 
Mixteco, A William C. Townsend, Mexico, D.F. 1961, 597-626, and 
Robert E. Longacre, Proto-Mixtecan, RCPAFL 5 (1957), esp. 11- 15, 
21-23. Jicaltepec: Charles H. Bradley, A Linguistic Sketch of Mixteco 
of Jicaltepec, A thesis presented to the Graduate School of Cornell Univ- 
ersity, June, 1965. Ayutla: Leo Pankratz and Eunice V. Pike, Phonology 
and Morphotonemics of Ayutla Mixtec, in manuscript. 

* 
[ In this presentation the termi 'couplet'is used as the kind of 

standard linguistic term which needs no special identification. The 
term was apparently introduced in Kenneth L. Pike's Tone Languages, 
pp. 79-81. Under the heading 'Mixteco Dissyllabic Toneme Forms: 
Tonemic Couplets', Pike discusses the dissyllabic nature of 'every 
Mixteco morpheme found in isolation' and the fact that 'in the tonemic 
sandhi the morpheme as a whole, not the isolated syllable, is the basic 
unit', with the conclusion that "Mixteco dissyllabic morphemes might 
be called TONEMIC COUPLETS because of this unified action." Ed.] 

1 
2 3. Throughout this paper tone is written as follows: (high), 

(mid), 3 (low) . 

3 14. The morpheme ku1s1 (A) white is an exception; it becomes 
ku Ni when following a Class A morpheme. The morpheme Xikal (B) 
far is also an exception; it becomes 'i3ka3 when following a Class A 
morpheme. 

5. Since it is necessary to know the class to which a morpheme 
belongs before generating a sentence, and since comparativists might 
find it of interest to comare members of the classes, a short list has 
been added here: 9u3sa (AR) seven, ku3ka3 (AR) comb, da3gi3 
(AR) nephew, bi3di3 (AR) sweet, ku3du3 (AR) will sleep, te39nde 
(AR) will cut, to lnde3 (A) is cutting; do (BR) sugarcane, ndaku3 
(BL/R) pozole, edi3ta3 (BR) tortilla, bi3ko3 (BR) cloud, sa (BL) 
new, Eiki (BL/ R) prickly pear, B3do3 (BR/L) grnding stone, 

eiT31Fo3 
(BL) will sell, dlkol (B) is selling; nda3ku (AR) broom, 

ba39a2 (AR) good, dee~e2 (AR)son, bisY (AR) cool, i3toL (AR) bed, 
ku3lu2 (AR) will sew, kulkuZ (ATis sewing; 13E A) dry, kW' 
kw~ l (A) yellow; i2k (AR) furrow, ng ma3 (AR) wall, ta2ka (AL) 
nest, tu2tu3 AR paper, di"di3 (AL) aunt, saZti3 (AL) trousers, kaZ i3 
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(AL) will say, kal~il (A) is saying, kQ23nj3 (AL) will tie, sql9nf1 (A) 
is tieing diZto (AL) uncle, kaZdi5 (AL) will nurse, ciEZka3 (By) banana, 
kitid (BR) animal,.nduwZ3 (BR) bean, bili3 (BL) pretty; bee (AR) 
house, kQ2nz (AR) yesterday, 12-lu7u2 (AR) small, dana2 (AR) will 
change, dim42 (A) is chaning k2ni2 (AR) will call, kj1n42 (A) is 
calling, bi2Z (AR) now didi (AL) pulque, Eakwaz (BL) crooked, 
"7nit- (BL) warm, kee dQ2 (BL) will sneeze, keldQ1 is sneezing, dizi2 
(BL) will singe, dlil1) is singeing; laisa5 (A) bone, kn3 (B) long, 
a (B) tongue, kwili (B) reen, li3 (B) fingernail, ol?o2 (A) 
here; 9i (B) hail, 1ee (B) dFoor, di~?l'1 (B) hawk, kwele 1 (A) 
slow. 

6. Tone sandhi involving one-syllable morphemes which recede 
a couplet needs further study. A few examples follow: k42nj2ndo ou 
(plural) will call, ni3-k2n2ndo2 you (plural) called, ?93-kIn42ndo 
you (plural will not call, Q3nk3 n4ando you (plural) didn't call, 
9al-k will you (plural) call?, 3943n k- did you (plural) 
call? 
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